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ASID SAMPLE SALE THIS WEEKEND!

Stop by International Market Square for incredible deals on furnishings, lighting, and accessories. Sale
hours: Friday, September 28th, 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM and Saturday, September 29th, 10:00 AM 2:00 PM.

REMODELING: MASTER BATHS
MIDCENTURY MODERN MAKEOVER: EDINA MASTER BATH
DiGiacomo Homes introduced finishes selected for this Mid-Century master bath remodel in our April enewsletter. (Remember the Valentino fashion-inspired palette?) We are proud to share photos from the
completed project below!

The space was designed to be bright and white since the room has no windows or access to natural
light. Over the white, we layered a sophisticated palette of finishes that embrace color, pattern, and
texture: 1) long hex accent tile in "lemongrass" gold (mounted vertically for a new take on mid-century
aesthetics) to serve as a spirited focal point; 2) large format slate gray floor tile to ground the room; 3)
textured 2X10 glossy white shower field tile to brighten the space; and 4) solid walnut, with heavy
vertical graining, used for the cabinets, cabinet wraps, and base trim, to provide rich contrast and to
honor Mid-Century aesthetics. For more information on this project, visit DiGiacomo Homes.com.

BEFORE: The bath was segmented, cramped and
outdated. We removed walls to open the space,
shifted and enlarged the vanity and shower to
improve functionality, and added more lighting to
brighten the space.

CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
design-build firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25 years.
Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design, and
construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin your
custom home or remodel project.
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